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The setting was picturesque—a bucolic bounty as far as the eye could behold.
The Springhouse Restaurant sat atop its hillside perch, surrounded by clear skies
and green pastures. Inside, servers buzzed around like bees in a hive, setting out
plates and polishing glasses. Outside, lush florals draped over-sized wooden arbors
while plush velvet furnishings were carefully formed into outdoor vignettes. Clearly,
a wedding was afoot, and excitement blew in the breeze.
Allyson and Matthew first met as children growing up together in a small town
outside of Eclectic, Ala. As such, the two would see each other on occasion and even
ended up forging friendships with their families. As the bride recalls, “Matthew was
my brother’s best friend, and I was his sister’s best friend! Eventually when we both
went off to college, we formed our own friendship…and the now the rest is history!”
For the special day, the couple selected The Springhouse Restaurant located along
the scenic shores of Lake Martin for both the ceremony as well as the reception.
The popular venue boasts obvious charm, situated squarely on a wide patch of pasture land. The elegant stone facade offers an understated contrast against the open
expanse. For the special occasion, the manicured front lawn was transformed into
an intimate sitting area, staged with plush sofas and topped with rich, green velvet
pillows.
The bride’s plush palette, consisting primarily of deep forest green tones con-
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Vendor Credits
Venue And Caterer: The Springhouse Restaurant

trasted with vibrant pops of rich wine tones, played perfectly against the natural

Florals: Gray Lillies

backdrop. The bride stunned in an intricate and elegant gown, while the groom

Wedding Planner: Rita Falk

mirrored the look with a classic tuxedo selection. The bridal party paired perfectly

Rentals: American Tent Rentals And Prop House

with the floral and décor selections, continuing the emphasis on rich green accent

Wedding Gown: The Carriage House

seen elsewhere. From start to finish, the look was perfectly polished and carefully

Bridesmaid Dresses: Bella’s Bridesmaids

appointed. A posh affair that guests will not soon forget.

Photographer And Videographer: Alex and Dylan
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